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Opportunities do not come
walking to you,
You have to create them
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EDITORIAL

Convert opportunity into success!
The Giver gives, the receiver
Receives and one day the Receiver
also learns to give like the giver.
Respected Shri Suresh Dada Jain
prayed to God in the words that he may
share the wealth he has been blessed
with, among the poor, needy and
intelligent students and brighten their
Mr. U.D.Patil
Lives.
Dada's Respected mother always said everyone has a share in my
belongings. Some children are deprived of education and lose
their opportunities simply because of financial challenges.
Keeping this thought in mind, Dada for many years has been
lending a helping hand to all students irrespective of their caste
and religion and it was from this sentiment that SD-SEED was
born.
There are many people give donations and do charitable works,
but Hon Dada in order to educate the students of Khandesh region
has opened the doors of charity in the form of SD-SEED. I would
like to request all students to make the right decisions, reach the
pinnacle of success and make Dada's SD-SEED scheme proud
of your achievements.
In this regards I would like address SD-SEED beneficiaries
on this occasion :
In order to reach the summit of success you should embark on the
path of visionary genius and change your perspective and the way
you look at things which help you to dream bright dreams.
Wishing all students a Happy New Year !
At the pinnacle of success: Once you are successful, you
become a different person. You may come first or win the shield in
a competition, or score high marks in an exam, you should not be
carried away by this success. When people appreciate the
student's success, it is only those students who do not think of
themselves as ‘I am very special' and do not look down on others,
who are able to reach the pinnacle of success.
Questioning mind : Students should be humble. If a student has
a questioning mind, then he needs to consciously develop a
questioning attitude, which will help in solving major future
problems. Remember that a question is a sign of an active person.
Those who have questions about the world and are struggling to
find the answers, they are the ones who become important
persons in life. So don't be burdened with any questions.
Player Attitude: Today, we see that suicide is the last step and it
should be avoided. This is called Life. In the absence of

competition when we co-operate to achieve our goals, there is no
conflict of who will take the credit. Victory, defeat, honor,
humiliation, profit, loss are a part of daily life and the student who
understands this will be able to develop his player attitude and
remember such students can become like 'Arjun'.
Confidence:By consciously deciding and planning on small
issues in detail, we can build our self confidence. This will further
make us confident to take decisions on achieving ourother minor
and major goals. Resolutions should be made at the beginning of
the school year and pursued continuously to achieve their
fulfilment. The achievement of these resolutions, to solving our
own problems and current woes, to finding solution to the
problems we face while preparing for competitive exams, all this
gradually increases our confidence.
Effective use of time : A Student's life is one of the most
important stages of life. It is time when you can create your bright
future. It also the time when a student's personality and overall
development takes place. Make the most effective use of time.
Don't waste time, because it is never going to come back. You
should constantly read or write something. Ramdas Swami in one
of his sermons, encouraged students with these words, “you
should always keep writing” and you are aware, 'If you read, you
will be saved'.
Student friends, you are educated and cultured, become ideal
students and make the name of family, village, nation proud.
Prepare for competitive exams in this era of competition. Don't go
the wrong way. Be sincere in your efforts to be successful. Just as
words adorn a sheet of plain paper, similarly your life should be
adorned with your successes.
Mr. U. D. Patil
SD-SEED Advisory Committee Member
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Editorial Commitee
Shri Rajesh Yawalkar (Chief Editor)
Shri. N.J. Gadiya, Shri Mahesh Gorade, Shri Nilkanthrao Gaikwad, Shri Milind Kulkarni, Prof. S.V. Somavanshi
When you get opportunities in life, become selfless not selfish
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THE STORY OF SD-SEED SCHOLARSHIP

Dnyan-Yadnya

“A person who is already in distress and who still desires
to help others is the best person in the world.”

The Chairman of Microsoft, Bill Gates is the world's
richest person. Once a journalist asked him, “How do
you feel now, as you have been declared as the
richest person in the world?” Bill Gates answered “I am
not the richest person in the world, but a 12 year old
boy who sells newspaper is richer than me”, and he
narrated the following incident. Once, at New York
Airport I went to the newspaper stand to get a
newspaper. This stand was manned by a young boy
who was hardly 12 years old. As luck would have it, I
had no money and kept back the paper in its place.
However, the boy offered me the paper free of charge.
I felt awkward. The boy said, “ Sir I am not giving out
this paper from the amount of my investment, but I am
giving you this paper from the profit which I earn by
selling this papers.” Therefore, I feel that the boy who
was already facing difficulties, is richer than me as he
was pleased to help others. A person who is already
in distress and who still desires to help others is
the best person in the world.
A person's greatness is not judged based on his
wealth, or his education or his position in society, but it
is based on his attitude of helping and supporting
others. Shri Suresh dada supports intelligent and
financially challenged students through innovative
and different means, even though he himself is
experiencing unfavourable and difficult times.
If we feed a hungry person, it is a noble deed but this is
a temporary solution. The problems faced by
intelligent and financially challenged students can be
permanently solved by education, which will help in
acquiring knowledge and skills and further lead to the
family's progress. This is a noble task and Shri Suresh
Dada's commitment to this task is commendable.
Dada's magnanimous heart always beats for others
and it is rare to find persons with such a deep sense of
social commitment.

in an opportunity. His attitude to help the students
even though he is facing lot of problems his optimistic
views are appreciable.
Time is the important matter in the twenty first century.
Time waits for no man. Time which has passed does
not return. Time will anyway move on, but the
question is ' How did you make use of time?” “ how I
can use this moment of my time profitably?”. Dada did
not think about his own adversity but gave priority to
the needs of students.
We have all read the story of the mythological King
Harishchandra who undertook various difficulties to
keep a promise he had made in a dream. We do not
know its veracity. Another example is of our Late exPresident Shri APJ Abdul Kalam, who visited a
Science Exhibition and was very impressed with the
idea and the instrument a student had made. He
wanted to understand everything, but he was short of
time. Shri kalam promised the student that I will visit
your house one day to understand all aspects of the
machine. However, for a long time, Shri Kalam did not
visit the student's house and the student also gave up
hope of the visit materialising. The visit became a
reality after nearly two years, when Shri APJ Abdul
Kalam visited the student's house, understood the
machine, praised and guided him. There are a few
people who keep their promises which is truly their
greatness.
This Scholarship awarded by SD-SEED has given
many students an opportunity to continue their studies
and is also like an adopted parent to some students.
This has all been made possible due to the inspiration,
guidance and assistance extended by Dada.
Dear Students, I request all of you to study studiously,
work hard to complete your education successfully.
We should always make all efforts to make Dada and
his family proud.

An optimistic person always finds an opportunity in
difficulty but a pessimistic person always find difficulty

Winners don't do different things, They do things differently

Mr. Nilkanth Gaikwad
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SD-SEED FOR STUDENTS

In the last four months SD-SEED conducted 21 programs in order to focus on developing the three main
constituents of the educational field : Student for development their latent skills, parent and teachers providing
appropriate counselling and also to enhance the quality of education. These programs benefitted 2450 students.

Smart Girls

Career Guidance

Hands-On-Science

Soft Skill Development

How to Face Exam?

Time Management

Report of Training Programmes conducted till December 2019
Students from the rural areas get left behind; where as
students from urban areas are able to avail various
facilities.
Students from the urban areas are able to avail various
facilities, where as those from rural areas are not able to
benefit from such facilities. In order to aid in the all round
development of these students, SD-SEED Conducted
288 programs till December 2019 which benefitted 38500
students.

Students Education
level wise,
Parents & Teachers
Post Graduation
Graduation
Class 11 and 12
Class 8 to 10
Parents and Teacher

Total

Total Number
3210
12455
9674
12861
300

38500

Training Topics

No of
Program held

Soft Skill Development
Importance of Study
Interview Skill
Career Guidance, Motivation
Speech, Personal Counseling
Smart Girl & Empowerment of Girl
Time Management
Goal setting and Achievement
How to face exam?
CET Exam Guidance

104
24
30
34
26
18
15
14
8

Teacher Training
Importance of Yoga
Parents Counseling

5
3
3

Entrepreneurship
Development
Le`rh
vkf.k ,dkxzrk fodkl
Guidance

3

Students Assesment Program (SAP)

1

Total

Practice makes you perfect

288
4
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GUIDANCE ARTICLES

Effective Speech Techniques and Spells
The moment some one has to give a speech, they get knots in their

used while speaking. It is boring to hear some one speak in the

stomach, their throat goes dry, their hands and feet tremble & begin

same tone. The beginning and the end of the speech are crucial

to sweat, their chest begins to shake, they run away from their

and they are the strength of the speech,

seats, etc. etc. These are some of the symptoms what may occur

Five Steps to Success in Speech Success

together or in isolation and are termed as 'to get scared'. Some are

1.Prior Preparation : you need to keep the following in mind as

afraid of the mike, some are not able to speak like speakers they

you prepare for your speech. First of all it is important to decide

have heard before, others are afraid that people will laugh at them,

what is the topic of the speech. Be prepared with the points you

etc. If you stand up to deliver a speech, what will you say? At the

will cover. Understand the reason for this speech, whom are you

last minute, the person fears if he hesitates, his co-worker will be in

addressing and the points you need to watch out for.

trouble for the rest of his life.

2. Speech Preparation: Once you have gathered all the required

When the listener feels that he should continue listening to the

information, take some time to ponder over it. After you have

speaker, that is when the speakers attitude is manifested in his

thought about everything, decide and finalise your own opinion.

speech.

everything is gathered, it will take two or three days to meditate on

Speech is an art. Art is always demanding and challenging. The

it. In this meditation, decide your own opinion on the subject and

features of effective speech are : clarity, fluency, openness,

confirm it. Once you have finalized your speech, note down the

humility, freedom of thought, pleasantness of voice, dexterity,

draft commentary and points you may want to use in the speech

tenderness and resilience are different parts. Let's consider some

and delete the rest. Finalise the length, content and duration of the

of them below :

speech. Also, keep in mind the reference examples, statistics,

Techniques and systems needed for effective speech skills

short stories to be shared.

1. Clarity: A person's speech is clear if his thought process is clear.

3. 'Writing' to languages ..! : Write down the whole speech once

One should think and then speak, instead of speaking and then

all the issues have been decided. The talk should have a simple

thinking. Logical analysis of thought and poignant expression are

introduction, substantive points and opinions on it,

needed for clarity.

contradictionsand finally the conclusion of the speech in such a

2. Easy to understand : it is very easy to say what is difficult, but is

way so it can be properly presented. A written speech will help

difficult to say what is easy. The beauty of speech lies in its

you remember, choose words that are easy to pronounce and

simplicity. If you see sculpture, you will observe that is simple yet

above all audience will be able to understand you clearly. It will

beautiful.

Speech should be similar, simple and clear. Avoid

also help you check the syntax, grammar, meaning of stories,

heavy words, jarring phrases, complicated sentence

references used or statistics. After the speech is written properly,

constructions.

check to see if it fits into the scheduled time.

3. Brief & Concise : Briefness or conciseness is the soul of

4. Speech practice: It is important to remember that the words of

wisdom. It is a sign of maturity of thought. The soundness and

speech, the consistency of points. Do not practice the speech.

precision of the words are symbols of mastery over language.

You should read the speech 3 - 4 times, with utmost concentration

Words should always be measured and evaluated before talking.

how you watch your favourite movie and you will remember it

4. Gentleness and skill: express yourself strongly but let your

forever. Train yourself in front of the mirror as to how to speak,

words & speech be polite. Clarity of speech is not arrogance or

where to stop, sound fluctuations, emotional subject expressions.

sarcasm. Etiquette should be followed when speaking. There

5. Before the Presentation of the Speech: If you are confident

should be gentleness in voice and speech. Personal prejudice,

that your speech is ready, present it to your colleague, so you may

hatred, outrage, ethnic and religious references should be

get feedback. Make the appropriate changes as per the

avoided.

suggestions received. Take care of your voice, so that you do not

5. Consciousness, expression and characterization: your

get a sore throat. On the day of the speech, prepare for your

independent thoughts are born from reading, contemplation,

clothes properly, your appearance, and stand up and delver the

meditation. We must learn to think universally. The topic to be

speech with full confidence.

discussed should have complete information of all relevant areas.

In this way, each speaker should make his speech more and more

The speaker should have passion and warmth in his voice. The

interesting and effective, by incorporating the qualities required

words should come from the heart and not from the lips. There is no

for being a good speaker. A speaker who wants to make a name

truth without honesty and experience.

The depth of thought

depends on the depth of conduct. Voice modulation should be

for himself in this field should study all the above in order to
acquire this art.

All is possible with confidence and passion
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GUIDANCE ARTICLES

Develop Your Writing Skills

Writing is an art, in which few people excel, such as writers, poets, Screen writers, dialogue
writers, etc. In order to be able to write effectively, it is essential to read, which will help to
develop and improve your vocabulary. It is important to use a variety of words, to avoid being
repetitive and make your writing interesting.The writings of many created a revolution. It is
said the power of pen is more than that of the bullet and this will help you judge the
importance of writing. However, there are many people who love writing, but are inexperienced
about the style and art.
Hence if you want to be a writer and excel in good quality writing, you need to follow some
steps.Good writing means expressing your experience and is the key to putting your feelings
in words. A good writer adds the power of words to his thoughts and is able to rule the reader's
mind. Of course, this does not happen in a single day.
Write Without thinking or Understanding:
Open a book, read it, and then write on the
context of the story. Later review your writing with
the book. This will help you improve your writing
skills and also help to develop your imagination.
You should always attempt to improve and write
better everyday, which will prove your mastery on
writing.
Share good information : you should start
writing about what you know best. You should
research for more detailed information as you
progress, which will help in making your writing
more accurate and comprehensive. The more
research we do, the more conceptual and
ideological will our writing become.
Keep reading: To be a good writer, you need to
be a good reader. Reading improves your writing
skills and helps you gather loads of information.
You learn new words which you can use in your
writing. You should also make a note of all the
points you read.
Watch a movie: When you watch a movie,
choose the scene of your choice. Describe the
scene in your own words and also figure out how
all the actors in the film can be included in your
description. This will help us to include many

characters in our writing. This way we will not
miss any point, but on the contrary we will learn
new things.
Summary writing : While writing in school, the
Marathi or English papers have a question of
summary writing. The answer to this question
contributes to a student becoming a writer. In the
future this same essay writing contributes to
becoming a writer. It is important whether we can
understand and draw the essence from the
complete writing. Start with writing something
small, for example try to make a 100 word
summary of a 2000 word article. At first you start
writing something short. To begin with, consider
putting a couple words into a hundred words.
Read it, understand it, and try to make it more
comprehensible. Learn how to express your self
in a minimum number of words.
Don't rush: a writer is not made in a day.
Learn to progress gradually in your writing. It is
said that all good things take time and the same
is with writings. Generally, very good things are
not written in day, so try to write a little bit every
day. Develop a writing habit and incorporate it
into your routine.

The pen is mightier than the Sword
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MOTIVATION ARTICLES

Man is constantly thinking, from some thoughts of
which are conscious to others which are due to
culture, thought process, etc. Our thoughts, good
or not so good, affect our behaviour and life.
Hence, we should constantly make an effort to
think positive, which can lead us to live
successful lives.
Our life depends on how we think. It is said that in
one day comprising of 24 hours, we process
60,000 thoughts in our mind, out of which 60 to
70% are negative ones. Every 15 to 20 seconds
new thoughts are created.
When we think negatively, when we connect with
the negative waves of the universe. These
negative thoughts circle our mind and we move
from depression to fear.
The radio or TV starts immediately once we
choose the channel. Therefore it is important to
fight the mind and change our negative thoughts
to positive thoughts. This change to positivity will
increase our strength, confidence, and selfesteem.Tukaram Maharaj has said that “night
and day we fight,” referring to conflict of thoughts
in our mind.
Thomas Alva Edison conducted 999 experiments
and he successfully discovered electricity on the
thousandth experiment. When Edison was asked
in an interview by reporters, “Thomas how do you
feel that 999 experiments has failed?” Edison
replied, “Don't say 999 experiments are a failure.
Please say that 999 times I have proved that
electric lamp can not be connected and used in
those 999 ways.”

army. The soldiers who were superstitious
thought, “Our commander is lying face down,
which means that we will be defeated today, our
heads will fly.” This thought terrified the soldiers.
Napoleon understood their thoughts. He got up
and slammed in his chest and said, 'Friends, we
will win the war today, wherever we go - there will
be victory, because the land hugged me and said
to me ' I am yours, I am yours ....”. Napoleon and
his army had huge victories everywhere. This
happened because of Napoleon's positive
attitude.
A glass of water is half full on the table. If you think
that half is full, then your mind is satisfied.
However if you think it is half empty, then you face
depression, anxiety, frustration etc. A Positive
attitude keeps the mind happy, provides extra
energy to the body, good karma gains
momentum and self-confidence increases.
Negative thoughts weaken the mind and body. As
a result, the karma slows down, mistakes
happen, which leads to loss and depression.
What has happened could have been worse, but I
am content that it did not. I am not feeling well, but
the thought that people who are more sick and
unwell than me. Such thoughts usually help me
control the state of mind. Former President Abdul
Kalam was not recruited into the Navy and later
became a scientist and President of the country.
Sometimes failure is a sign of great success. So
think positively and be happy.
"Who says there are thorny strings in life?
Oh, open your eyes everyone has
wings like a butterfly to fly.”

Once, Napoleon while disembarking from a ship,
fell on his face in the sand, right in front of his
If there is no way, make your own path
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¬
To provide opportunities to all deserving students to participate in India of the 21st century.

¬
To spread educational awareness among all stakeholders

¬
To financially support eligible students for accomplishing their educational goals and
occupational aspirations.

¬
To develop and implement a comprehensive package of initiatives resulting in empowerment
for stakeholders.

¬
To make the program self-sustainable so that more and more students can benefit.

TESTIMONIALS
Patil Bhavana Vikas, Jalgaon - BHMS (First Year)
SD-SEED is a very valuable scheme. I was hesitant to continue my studies in medicine, after
Class 12, due to financial constraints. It was at this time I was awarded the SD-SEED
Scholarship and without any further thought I took admission in Medicine stream.
The SD-SEEDScholarship is a blessing because like a pillar Hon Dada a great philanthropist is
supporting us. This Scholarship helped me secure my admission in a medical college, pay fees
and buy books at a time when I did not have money. This has helped me realise that I am not
alone. I am not even worthy to thank SD-SEED, but Hon Dada truly my deepest gratitude to
you. You have put life into my drooping wings and enabled me fly high in the skies.
Saitwal Sakshi Jitendra, Jalgaon - Diploma Computer (Third Year)
I have been availing the benefits of SD-SEED Scholarship for the last two years, which is not
only a source of financial aid, but also motivates and guides me. The financial condition of the
family is very weak. My father is a daily labourer. I was facing financial constraints while
planning my future education. I came to know about the SD-SEED Scholarship, applied and
was awarded the same based on my merit. Today I have chosen a good career and am going to
soon successfully complete it. All this has been made possible only because of SD Seed. My
deepest gratitude to Hon Shri Dada for all the financial aid

Sali Saniket Sunil, Amalner SYJC (HSC) Science
At the outset heartfelt appreciation to sd seed for extending financial assistance to students. I
scored 92% in my SSC exams and wanted to continue my studies in Science, but I was facing
financial constraints. It was under these circumstances that I was blessed with the SD-SEED
scholarship, which has helped in buying books paying fees and other college related material.
SD-SEED is a guide for intelligent students and motivates them to complete their education
and become model citizens for the country. It is said that there are many hands to receive help,
but you rarely find hands that are ready to give.The noble hands that are giving us are that Hon.
Shri Suresh dada and I pray that Dada is blessed with a long life.
Patil Shrikrishna Sarangdhar, Jalgaon - MCA (Second Year)
I am currently studying in MCA (Second Year) I migrated from the rural area to Jalgaon city to
pursue my education. However, I had to deal with various difficulties due to my strained
financial circumstances. It was at this challenging time that SD-SEED came to my aid and I
could reduce my financial problems to a large extent. We are all proud of Hon Shri Suresh
Dada as he selflessly helps, motivates and guides students to continue and complete their
education. I promise Dada that when I become financially independent I will sponsor five
students to complete their education and achieve their goal.

HEAD OFFICE :
7, Shivaji Nagar, Jalgaon - 425001, Maharashtra, India.
Tel: (0257) 2235254 I Fax: (0257) 2234258 I Website: www.sdseed.in
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